Mr.
Professor Lyubomir T. GRUYITCH*
Dipl. M. Eng., M. Sc. El. Eng., D. Sc., D. H. C.

Belfort, December 20, 1998

Mr.
William CLINTON, Honorable President of the U. S. A.
White House
Washington D. C.
U. S. A.
Dear Mister President Clinton,
Please be so kind to read this open personal letter to you.
°

°

This is personal letter to you for the following reasons:
What you as the President of the United States of America and the U. S. A. Government under
your leadership have been doing by intervening in the internal affairs in my broader native
country Yugoslavia and in my closer native land Serbia it has been essentially influencing my
life and lives of my close and wide family.
Moreover, you and the U. S. A. Government under your leadership forcefully intervene in the
internal affairs in Serbia in spite of the referendum of the people of Serbia not to accept foreign
interventions in resolving the internal political problems.

This is open letter because your U. S. A. Presidency and your secular Presidential leadership
have been crucially influencing lives and future not only of American people among who I have lovely
friends, but also lives and future of my native Serbian people, of all Yugoslav peoples, of peoples and
nations all over the World.
It was announced here in France yesterday that the House of Representatives of the U. S. A.
verified, concluded and declared that you, Mr. President Clinton, are guilty for lying under the oath
in the Court.
Your message that you will not resign as the President of the U. S. A., that you are determined to
continue functioning and acting as the President has been transmitted here to the people.
This makes impression that you think you can continue equally well as so far as the President of
the U. S. A. because you think you are the same person as you were six and two years ago when you
were elected and re-elected the President.
I can understand that you for yourself are the same person. You have known what you have been
doing. You have been aware of all your attitudes and actions. You have been doing conscientiously;
you have been acting conscientiously. You lied conscientiously under the oath in the Court during
your U. S. A. Presidential term! You have known all that, you have known yourself. Therefore, you
can think you are the same person to others as you are to yourself, the same person to other people as
you were six or two years ago. Then you gained the trust and respect of American people and their
friends.

_________________________________________________________________________
In maternal Serbian language (as in all certificates and diplomas) [as in the passport]: Љубомир Т. Грујић
[Ljubomir T. Grujić], in French [in German] {in Russian}: Lyoubomir T. Grouyitch [Ljubomir T. Grujitch] {Любoмир
T. Груйч}.

Address: 1, rue Marcel Paul, 90000 Belfort, France.
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Dear Mr. President Clinton, you are not the same person and you cannot ever again be the
same person to other people as you were six and two years ago. At that time, people respected you and
trusted you as truthful, democratic person, devoted to the goodness not only for yourself, for your
family and your political party – the Democratic Party of the U. S. A., but also, even more for the
whole American people, as well as for democratic honest people around the World.
Unfortunately, lying under the oath in the Court during your U. S. A. Presidential term you
showed the other real side of who you are, what is your personal character, how you really appreciate
the American juristic system, American national moral, American devotion to fairness and brevity. You
proved in the Court of the United States of America during your Presidential term that you use the
lie in order to achieve your goal, to satisfy your interest, to defend yourself, to justify your
behavior.
The usage of the lie created an unbelievable and unjustifiable propaganda demonizing one
small-numbered nation and every its member – my dear native Serbian nation. In this connection I
wrote you several times:
On April 19, 1993

I presented to you the fact that
Serbs did not start the war in Yugoslavia in general and did not start it in Bosnia and
Herzegovina in particular
and I kindly asked you for your favor to explain in public what was the reason for your
different treatment of Serbian people relative to other Yugoslav peoples. Then, I sent to
you a copy of my Appeal of July 6, 1991, and of a letter of June 16, 1992, to Mr.
President BUSH. In the former there was the appeal for a pacific resolution of the
political crisis in (S. F. R.) Yugoslavia. In the latter there was also emphasized that:
…neither the United States of America nor any other country has the moral right to
military attack Serbia and/or any other part of Yugoslavia, which means no moral right
to attack babies, pupils, my mother, my sisters, my brother-in-law, my nephews, my
relatives, my friends, students, workers, peasants, employees, artists, professors, old
people, no moral right to attack innocent people of Serbia and/or of any part of
Yugoslavia, their properties and lands.
Killing conscientiously innocent people is the most difficult crime that a person
or people can do.
The war tragedy has become already so huge and deep that generations of
Yugoslav nations will seriously suffer for it. Can you hear cries of children and people in
Serbian Krayina, Serbian Slavoniya, Bosnia and Herzegovina?
The rivers of Serbian blood would then make the ground red of shame. They
would not bring happiness to anybody. Nobody could breathe the air full of cries of
dying innocent children.
and:
I kindly ask again a favor of you to apply all p e a c e f u l means in order to stop the
war and tragedy in Yugoslavia…

On August 30, 1993

I wrote to you that:
The United States of America and its Government do not have any moral right to torture
innocent people of Serbia and Montenegro at least, but not only, because my appeal of 6
July 1991 repeated June 1992 and sent to you 1993, has been ignored.
and
The problems in Yugoslavia will be best solved by Yugoslav people themselves in the
peace and freedom and not by sanctioning a part (!!!) of Yugoslavia and the innocent
people or by bombing them.

On March 12, 1998

Professor Radomir Askovic (France) and I wrote to you:
You are not only very actively involved in the destiny of our families and friends, of our
former students, of our native land, of our native people as well as of other people living
together with them, but also the most competent for both the international attitude to what
has been there happening and decisions on various relevant international actions.

On October 23, 1998

Mr. Dragic V. Vukomanovic (Canada), Mr. Aleksandar Tomovic (USA) and I appealed*
to you:
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…to stop the unbelievable unjustifiable propaganda against Serbian people, the
military pressure on and sanctions against the people of Serbia, and to enable the
people of Serbia to resolve the situation freely, peacefully and democratically.
Instead of appreciating the truth about Serbian people and to present it to American people, you were
unjustifiably accusing Serbian people for aggression in their own Fatherland and used untruthful arguments to
order bombing of innocent Serbian people in the Republic Serbian. American people believed you. They could
not imagine at that time that you as their President could lie them.
Instead of helping Serbian people to resolve complex problems in their Fatherland Serbia, you have been
imposing sanctions and ultimatum to bombard our native land.
These are some reasons for which I have taken the liberty to write to you as a foreigner on the matter that
seems exclusively internal U. S. A. affair at the first glance. However, the fact that you lied under the oath in
the U. S. A. Court during your Presidential term as a mean to achieve your goal explains that you do not
hesitate to use an untruthful argument which you did by accusing the Serbian nation in the whole for
aggression, hence me. This has set all Serbian people in a situation to be exposed to unjustifiable irony and
ignorance everywhere by those who relied on your accusation.
However, there are also other strong reasons to write this letter to you.
The Founding Fathers of the United States of America established the social and state fundaments for a
free, honest, democratic life of the citizens and residents of the U. S. A. and for such a leadership and support to
other people. The United States of America have become the leader of the free world. The United States of
America have become a hope for those living under non-democratic regimes, for those living in non-free
societies. The trusted fairness of American people has been a moral support to honest people everywhere. The
objectiveness, fairness,, justice of the U. S. A. juristic system, procedures and judgments have been considered as
advanced achievements of the American civilization. Keystones for them are fairness and truthfulness of every
American at least under the oath in the Court. By announcing that you will not resign as the President of the U.
S. A. you essentially state that a person who is the President may lie under the oath in the Court, may in the
sense that the person should rest the President! Such an attitude is destroying American spirit legitimized by the
Founding Fathers. Your continuation as the President would destroy the juristic, legal, legitimate system of the U.
S. A. It will be the sign, reference and support to others to lie under the oath without undergoing adequate
consequences. It will open a new epoch of great suffering everywhere, in particular in the U. S. A.
Your dedication of your decision to continue as the President of the U. S. A. shows also the following:
o

You prefer to keep the White House position for you in spite it divides American people rather than to
resign in order to help Americans and the States to overcome the very embarrassing situation (created
exclusively by you) and to help them avoiding its unpredictable consequences.

o

You prefer to force, by faithfulness to you, your party colleagues – the members of the Democratic Party
to support you, rather than to relax them of facing themselves with their conscience. What is a difference
between you and the leaders of communistic parties in non-free societies? I do not see anyone from this
point of view.

o

You have created an impression that you think Mr. Al GORE, the Vice-President of the U. S. A., who is
also a member of the Democratic Party, cannot be not only better President than you, but that he cannot be
as good President of the U. S. A. as you have been. Such an attitude is wrong. Why? Because you, Mr.
President Clinton, are not the same person as you were before lying under the oath in the Court of the
United States of America. Evidently, if you resigned the Democratic Party would have its member for the
President of the U. S. A. I believe that Mr. Al GORE would be very good President of the U. S. A. in the
spirit of the Founding Fathers and American Constitution.

o

It seems that you think that your continuation as the President of the U. S. A. will not have important
negative international consequences to the States. Or, you do not mind them relative to your staying in the
White House? By lying under the oath in the Court you, Mr. President Clinton, have lost the moral
credibility you had before. As the President of the U. S. A. you represent all the Americans. Such a
representation has become fundamentally different since that event.
-------------------------------------------------------*
Mr. Radenko Ristic (Sweden, December 9, 1998), Mr. Marko Miljkovic (U. S. A., December 16, 1998)
and Mr. Milan Pavlovic (U. S. A., December 17, 1998) signed also the Appeal via e-mail.
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o

It seems that you, Mr. President Clinton think that people can rely on your statements in present and in
future. What would be a reason for such a faith to you not only in the United States of America but also
abroad?

o

It seems that you prefer to accept a possibility, which appears unlikely according to the reports on your
behavior, for the President of the United States of America to be dismissed by the U. S. A. legal and
legitimate institutions rather than that you resign. Such a preference reflects an eager to be the President
under all means and conditions despite it degrades fundamentally the reputation, the role and the dignity of
the institution of the President of the U. S. A. What is then a difference between you and many strongmen
in communistic countries? I do not see anyone from this point of view.

o

You prefer to continue next two years as the President rather than to resign before the Senate meeting
despite after two years you will be completely the person who you are without the power and authority of
the U. S. A. President. Do you consider your life among many Americans who for formal reasons would
have to accept your Presidency if the Senate does not demand your dismissal, not to mention your life if it
happens that the Senate does decide to dismiss you? Certainly such a choice is your personal choice, but
your conscious choice. Such your choice would show that you have not been ready to help American
people, your Democratic Party and the United States of America by resigning as their President.

o

You think that by continuing as the President of the United States of America you can be a leader of this
World. How is it possible? What personal example do you give to the World? If you were to be followed
then Presidents of other countries would have a strong reference for staying as Presidents even they lied
under the oaths in the Courts of their countries. What would be then the consequences different than a
complete support to all those Presidents who impose themselves over the moral, Law and Constitution in
their countries? Then what is a difference between you and dictators from this point of view? I do not see
anyone.

Do you really think that lying under the oath in the Court during the Presidential term
you did not brake your Presidential oath, as well?
According to the radio and TV news here, you are convinced that you will not be dismissed. The reporters
claim that such your evaluation is real. Such a situation is in fact just an opportunity for you, Mr. President
Clinton, to show that you accept the full responsibility for lying under the oath in the Court during the
Presidential term so that you resign as the President. Your resignation would bring goodness nationally and
internationally. Moreover, it will ensure a respect to you in future. Honest people could write to you in future
Honorable Mr. William Clinton not because you are Honorable President of the United States of America, but
because you made an honorable decision and action.
I have just seen on TV you laughing happily and a priest in a church in a small town in the U. S. A.
I cannot understand why and how you can smile happily when you know that the House of
Representatives of the U. S. A. verified, concluded and declared that you are guilty for lying under the oath in
the Court during your Presidential term!
I have just heard you stating that you wish to work for the goodness of the American people and the
United States of America and that you wish all Americans to gather together, unite together. This has reminded
me of several actual dictators demanding their peoples to unite around themselves.
The priest has prayed in a church in an American town for your dismissal. He explained to the prayers in
the church that your lying under the oath in the Court has been unacceptable.
How can you freely, democratically unite Americans if you do not resign?
If you wish to understand your compatriots you might wish to go to the priest and the people in the church.
They care the American values legitimized by the Founding Fathers whose spirit and souls are certainly with
them and those Americans who are agreeing with the priest.
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Dear Mr. President Clinton, I have written all this with a hope that you have sufficient
personal fairness, brevity and devotion to the American values, people and States, and that you
care for honest people in the world, so that you will prove it by your resignation as the
President of the United States of America. After that I wish all the best to you in your future
honest life.
With such a hope,
Respectfully,

Lyubomir T. Gruyitch
--------------------------------------------

NOTE
I sent this letter to Mr. President W. J. Clinton via the French fastest and secure mail “CHRONOPOST”
(as an equivalent to the USA “FEDERAL EXPRESS”), which guarantees the personal delivery in three days.
After sending this letter to Mr. President Clinton, I discovered several linguistic and typographical errors
in the text, which did not change any sense and meaning. Nevertheless, I sent also the corrected letter to Mr.
President Clinton.
I wonder what the Americans could expect otherwise than what has been going on since the presidency of
Mr. President W. J. Clinton, who confirmed here, in France, couple days ago, on French TV, that he had lied his
family and his people as the USA President, and who destroyed the USA Constitutional System, Juridical
System, betrayed the US Founding Fathers, American people moral and dignity, American devotion to freedom
and justice, American admirable fighting against fascism and nazism?
What Americans could expect if a US presidential candidate intending to follow Mr. CLINTON’s attitude
were elected for the US President? Moreover, what the whole World could expect?
I hope, the Americans and the free US media, will demand every presidential candidate to express clearly
himself/herself relative to Mr. CLINTON’s attitude to the US Constitution, Presidential Oath, Juristic System,
Founding Fathers Principles, American’s moral, American devotion to freedom, justice and truth, admirable
American fighting against fascism and nazism, for which the free World hopefully considered the USA as its
leader.
Belfort, July 27, 2004.

Lyubomir T. Gruyitch
20 rue Gaston Defferre
90000 Belfort
France
lyubomir_gruyitch@yahoo.com

